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              Hot Flush uses a patented process that cleans in a truly superior way.  It removes the smallest of particles.  It works incredibly fast.  It is easy to use.  We are here to answer any questions you may have about the machine or how it works.  If you are tired of dealing with failures after a fresh build, hot flush can solve your contamination problems.  Our patented process works better than anything you’ve ever tried.  Guaranteed.

            

            
              There are many different real-life examples we can share with you if you decide to get in contact. Our previous work and results will help illustrate why Hot Flush delivers a cleaning ability you need for your important application. In addition to a great functioning oil cooler / heat exchanger, Hot Flush is extremely cost effective—able to pay for itself and save you money well into the future. It is a simple, affordable, and effective solution we would be happy to tell you more about!
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                  511 Bailey Ave

                  New Hampton, IA 50659

                  United States
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